Fall is the time of year where I feel like “getting back to business.” For me, it’s a leftover from being young and returning to a routine after a summer of fun and little structure. This past summer was certainly a great time for ASPE. The Mile High Summit – the Art and Science of Estimating in Denver in July was a great celebration of what estimators do. ASPE welcomed incredible speakers about not only technical skills but also management and personal development. Best of all, it was an opportunity for all of us to get together to rekindle friendships and create new relationships. I hope that for everyone that attended this year’s Summit they saw a glimpse of what we can become as a Society. For those who couldn’t attend the Summit, I invite you to review the pictures and recaps in this edition of Estimating Today. See what you missed, and plan to join us next summer in Pittsburgh.

The focus of ASPE for the next ten months is Developing the Next Estimator. The world is changing rapidly in how services are delivered. While many tasks are more efficient and automated, it becomes more important than ever for us to pass on the knowledge gained by experience in estimating. What are the elements beyond quantities that the machines can spit out that we need to understand for an estimate to be accurate? Estimating skills are not being taught in colleges and universities, so it is our responsibility to train and educate those that will not only lighten our loads right now, but those that will eventually take our places. The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that “employment of cost estimators is projected to grow 9 percent from 2014 to 2024, faster than the average for all occupations.” It is difficult to find a good cost estimator now, let alone while needing to fuel this anticipated growth. We as individuals, and collectively as a Society, have an obligation to the industry to develop quality estimators.

What best practices are needed to train an estimator? What qualities do you look for in an estimator? What do you think entry level estimators are lacking in their skillset? Where, besides colleges and universities, do you look for your next estimator?

This year I want discussion regarding the questions I am asking. The questions will be posted on Social Link, and I invite your responses and discussion.

I’m looking forward to a great year with ASPE!

Marcene N. Taylor, CPE
Marcene Taylor Inc.
NW MAL #90
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Board of Directors

Kris A. Larson, CPE
Northwest Governor
Great Salt Lake # 51

Larry Hendrick, CPE
Southwest Governor
Orange County # 3

Melvin D. Cowen, CPE
2nd Vice President
Chicago #7

Keith Parker, CPE
Central Plains Governor
Central Indiana # 59

Marcene N. Taylor, CPE
President
Northwest MAL #90

Bruce E. Schlesier, CPE
1st Vice President
New York # 10

Larry Hendrick, CPE has been in the construction industry for 41 years with his California State Licensed General Contractor. He owned and operated his own general contraction business for 23 years. Larry has provided services for companies such as Balfour Beatty, Gilbane, and currently SWinerton Builders. He currently manages 22 estimators in two offices, Los Angeles & Irvine. Larry has been a member of ASPE since 1996. He was named chapter president of the year in 2006 and Estimator of the year in 2007.

Keith Parker, CPE
in the construction industry for 41 years working his way through the ranks starting as a laborer. He is now a Senior Estimator with Circle B Construction Systems. Keith has been a member of ASPE since 2017, a Chapter 59 Board Member since 2006 and a CPE since 2010. He has been married to his wife, Terry Lynn, for 39 years with 3 children and 8 grandchildren. When he is not at work you will find Keith coaching 4-H Shotgun program and 500 Flyers Youth Trapshooting Club.

Chuck Hesselbein, CPE
Southeast Governor
Arkansas #33

Gregory Williamson, CPE
Northeast Governor
Boston #25

Chris Morton, FCPE
Appointed Treasurer
Denver #5

Get to Know ASPE board of Directors continued...

Kris Larson, CPE is a detailed oriented individual with eleven years in the construction industry. Excellent Interpersonal skills and a keen ability to successfully manage projects. Currently, he is President of Construction Control Corporation in Salt Lake City. Kris is actively involved in all aspects of company operations including cost consulting, project management, scheduling, and general business operations. He increased profits by improving relations with municipalities and the Environmental Protection Agency during the development and construction process.

Chuck Hesselbein, CPE has been in the construction industry since 1972 with an emphasis on Estimating, Budgeting, Financial Analysis, Contract Negotiations, and Change Order Mitigation. Over his years of experience, Chuck has performed work as a Contractor, Consultant to Architectural/Engineering Firms and as an Owners Representative giving him the perspective of the different roles and responsibilities necessary for the successful completion of Construction Projects. He is currently VP of Estimating at Baldwin & Shell. When he is not working he is off playing tennis or golf.

Gregory Williamson, CPE utilizes his 35 years of experience in the construction industry to collaborate early with clients & design teams in all aspects of preconstruction, including development of planning, procurement, and execution strategies to achieve schedule goals. He also leads the effort in the investigation of value management options, life cycle cost analyses, and constructability reviews. He is currently the Vice President of Preconstruction at Bond Brothers, Inc.

Allan Hauck, Ph.D., CPC
Industry Director

Allan Hauck has served as Construction Management Department Head and Professor at Cal Poly in San Luis Obispo, California for the past 14 years. He also has 17 years of prior teaching experience at Colorado State University and the University of Maryland Eastern Shore. His nine years of commercial and residential construction experience ranges from front-line field supervision through senior project management. As a consultant, he has provided expert witness, training, business evaluation, and strategic planning services. He has been a Certified Professional Constructor since 1997 and served on the Board of Directors of the American Institute of Constructors.

Doyle T. Phillips, FCPE
Immediate Past President
Landrun-Oklahoma City #80

Chuck Hesselbein, FCPE in 2016.

He worked with UALR to write the Estimating courses to be transitioned to online courses. He is currently an adjunct faculty member at the University of Oklahoma in Norman.

Doyle Phillips, FCPE is the Executive Vice President of Preconstruction for Southwest Operations with Nabholz Construction. He manages offices in Oklahoma City and Tulsa, OK. He has been in the construction industry for over 40 years. He is an active member of ASPE and is the Immediate Past President of the Society. He has taught several seminars at different estimating academies and educational programs for ASPE and other organizations. He has experience in regional and national committees with ASPE. His volunteer work revolves mainly around his church and other non-profits as time allows. He completed his Doctor of Education with Distinction with a specialization in Educational Leadership & Management in September of 2016. He has a passion for teaching and helping others in our Industry reach their fullest potential. He worked with UALR to write the Estimating courses to be transitioned to online courses. He is currently an adjunct faculty member at the University of Oklahoma in Norman.

Chuck Hesselbein, FCPE
Southeast Governor
Arkansas #33

Marcene Taylor, CPE conducts her educational, civic, parks/recreation programming and commercial facilities. She has expertise in examining projects by their functional component or trade, value engineering, evaluation of change orders, reconciliation with construction managers, and contract management and control. Marcene specializes in early conceptual estimating in ensuring that a project’s scope is achievable for the budget available, emphasizing not only the construction cost portion of the project, but also the entire project budget.

Chris Morton, FCPE was appointed Treasurer of ASPE in 2001 and received his designation as a Certified Professional Estimator (CPE) in 2004 and has designation as a Fellow Certified Professional Estimator (FCPE) in 2016.
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2017 Annual Award Recipients

CHAPTER ACHIEVEMENT

Landrun - Oklahoma City #80
Roadrunner #47
Denver #5
Chicago #7
Southwestern Ohio #38
Tampa Bay #48
Arizona #6
Catwalk Trail Reconstruction Design/Build

**Company Name:** AUI, Inc.
Sam Garrell, CPE
Southwest Region - Roadrunner - #47

Although the cable + kicker-supported catwalk was reconstructed in 2008, the Gila National Forest Catwalk Trail in southwestern New Mexico was wiped-out by catastrophic rainfall in 2013. The design-build team of AUI, Inc. and Bohannan Huston, Inc. was tasked with restoring the Trail and its suspended steel Catwalk to its historic relevance while remaining sensitive to the extremely fragile environment of the Canyon.

The new structure, a cantilever beam supported Catwalk enhancing the historical vision of floating above the canyon floor, was designed to withstand future flood events with minimal impact on the environment. Reopening the Catwalk has revitalized tourism and the community and was completed in an impressive short project timeline of less than 10 months.

---

Great Park Ice & Sports Complex

**Company Name:** Swinerton Builders
Larry Hendrick, CPE
Southwest Region - Orange County - #3

Originally proposed as a 3-rink training facility for a local youth hockey organization and the Anaheim Ducks professional hockey team, the building was designed as a 196,920 sf facility with a $59 million budget. With previous experience building an ice arena, Swinerton Builders also had strong comparative historical data for developing the needed cost model.

The project (and specifications) grew with the addition of the US Olympic Figure Skating Team and relocation of the Anaheim Ducks training facility to the premises. Finally, a 2,500 seat arena was added to the complex for a total of 4 ice sheets.

Value Engineering was initiated and, with adjustment to improvements and finishes, the final cost is estimated at $92,040,369, including $1,465,826 of alternates.
Highland Hospital Acute Care Tower Replacement Project

Company Name: Marcene Taylor Inc.
Marcene N. Taylor, CPE
Northwest Region - Northwest MAL - #90

More than a large seismic upgrade construction program on a historically significant site, the $668 million Acute Care Tower replacement project is a commitment to the residents and businesses of the County to provide a modern state-of-the-art facility for high quality healthcare to its most underprivileged individuals, while bringing Highland Hospital into compliance with seismic safety requirements mandated by the State of California. This project is the largest capital project ever undertaken by Alameda County.

A project spanning more than ten years has inherent risk. The estimates completed in 2007 by Marcene Taylor, CPE included appropriate contingency for design, cost escalation, scope changes, unforeseen conditions, and changes in market conditions. The project was completed on schedule and on budget, while mentoring and growing local small construction and related businesses and keeping the resident community involved.

Georgia Southern University Health Services Building

Company Name: ADE Construction Consultants, Inc.
Dan Ergle, CPE
Southeast Region - Atlanta - #14

Because the assigned construction manager and architectural design team were unable to produce an estimate that illustrated construction was feasible within the established budget, ADE Construction Consultants, Inc. was retained by Georgia Southern University to provide an independent construction cost analysis with strict budget and aggressive time constraints. The established budget of $8,325,000 was to include construction and did not include architectural and engineering fees, testing, furniture, fixtures, or equipment.

Having been retained for the life of the project and with dedicated Value Engineering effort through each design phase, the Construction Document estimate delivered displayed a variance of only 0.027% from the original budget. Due to the closeness of the estimates, no reconciliations or additional Value Engineering was required.
PRESIDENT’S AWARDS

Phillips C. Tournor, CPE  
In recognition of Outstanding Service and Performance to the Awards Committee

David Battle, FCPE  
In recognition of Outstanding Service and Performance to the Awards Committee

Tom Mayer (*not present*)  
In recognition of Outstanding Service and Performance to the Education Committee

Ron Trawinski, CPE (*not present*)  
In recognition of Outstanding Service and Performance to the Standards Committee

CHAPTER CHAMPION

Tom Mayer (*not present*)  
In recognition of dedicated effort and contributions made to the advancement of ASPE!

HONORARY MEMBER

Elaine Cersosimo  
In recognition of her reorganization efforts and implementation of internal controls at the SBO level.

Maxie Carpenter  
In recognition of his contributions to the facilitation, creation and implementation of ASPE’s strategic plan

FELLOW AWARD

ASPE confers its highest award of Fellow Member on those persons who have attained national recognition for their achievements in the art of construction estimating and who have made exceptional contributions to the Society.

David Battle, FCPE  
Landrun - Oklahoma City #80

Joe Flemming FCPE  
Roadrunner #47
LEGACY AWARDS

Robert A Nidzgorski, CPE  
2017 Frank E. Young 'Excellence in Education'  
For Excellence in the Pioneering and Promotion of Educational Opportunities and Advancements.

Shawn Buckwalter, CPE  
2017 Merle W. Heckenlively 'Founder of Standards'  
For Excellence in Promotion and Utilization of Standards of Ethics and Practice within the Construction Industry.

Ronald S. Semel, CPE (not present)  
2017 Howard S Prout 'Founder of Certification'  
For Excellence in Promotion and Utilization of Standards of Ethics and Practice within the Construction Industry.

SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT

M. David Burton  
University of Cincinnati  
2017 Scholarship Recipient ($5,000)

SPONSORS
Denver Summit Experience
MTI provides full spectrum cost estimating services, beginning with conceptual/pre-design through schematic design, design development, and construction document phase estimates, cost controls, quantity take-off, bid review, change order evaluation, value engineering, and life cycle cost analysis. Historically, estimates produced fall within 5% of bids awarded.

Contact: Marcene N. Taylor, CPE
Phone: 510.735.6768
Email: mtaylor@mticost.com
www.mticost.com

No matter where your business fits into the building lifecycle—from new construction to specialty or subcontracting—Sage offers a solution to fit your needs. Our construction solutions are backed by more than 30 years of experience and award winning support. Integrated solutions for accounting, estimating, procurement, and project management enable you to link every facet of your business.

Contact: Mike Milligan
Phone: 503.439.5520
email: mike.milligan@sage.com
www.sage.com

Want your estimating to be faster, smarter & more accurate? CostX by Exactal is the complete estimating solution, with intuitive BIM & 2D takeoff, integrated estimating spreadsheets, customizable reports & comprehensive Bid Day system, all in the one program. CostX is used by construction companies in over 80 countries around the world, including several large US contractors. Contact us now for your free CostX demonstration.

Contact: Sales
Phone: 512.768.8111
Email: sales.us@exactal.com
www.exactal.com

Assemble Systems with offices in Boston and Houston provides construction data management solutions. Its core offering, Assemble Insight is a cloud based platform allowing AEC firms to leverage 3D data for increased project insight, advanced project collaboration and data driven decision making. Assemble is used today to manage over 8,000 projects.

Contact: Sales
Phone: 855-646-4868
Email: info@assemblesystems.com
www.assemblesystems.com

On Center Software is a fast-paced, high energy construction software company focused on providing contractors industry-leading digital takeoff, estimating, and labor-tracking solutions. Today, On Center Software is used by over 40,000 users in more than 60 countries and is on a mission to turn winning bids into profitable projects.

Contact: Charity Araoz
Phone: 281.297.9000
Email: charity.araoz@oncenter.com
www.oncenter.com

Since 1972, Trussway has supplied products for major wood-framed projects across the United States, delivering quality with a focus on safety, teamwork and customer satisfaction. The company has six manufacturing facilities and a sales office located in Texas, Georgia, Florida, Virginia, North Carolina and Colorado, giving Trussway the ability to serve a high percentage of the U.S. multifamily construction market. Headquartered in Houston, TX, Trussway is an industry leading manufacturer of structural components for wood framed projects.

Contact: John Morse
Phone: 713.590.8807
Email: john.morse@trussway.com
www.trussway.com
Sponsors/Exhibitors

Summit Sponsors

DG Frondorf & Associates
2639 Maryland Avenue
Cincinnati, OH 45204

DG Frondorf and Associates LLC has been providing insight to site and civil engineering construction costs since 1999, specializing in earthwork cut and fill analysis, estimated quantities and costs of site preparation, stormwater drainage, site utilities, pavements, and landscaping for clients nationwide. DGFA principal Daniel Frondorf, CPE, CDT is a member of ASPE Chapter 38, CERT, and AACE; need help in CSI Div. 2 or 31-33? Let DGFA assist you on your next project.

Contact: Dan Frondorf, CPE Phone: 513.706.7403 Email: dan@dgfrondorf.com www.dgfrondorf.com

Marcene Taylor Inc.
12453 West Briarwood Drive
Reno, ID 83713

MTI provides full spectrum cost estimating services, beginning with conceptual / pre-design through schematic design, design development, and construction document phase estimates, cost controls, quantity takeoff, bid review, change order evaluation, value engineering, and life cycle cost analysis. Historically, estimates produced fall within 5% of bids awarded.

Contact: Marcene N. Taylor, CPE Phone: 510.735.6768 Email: mtaylor@mticost.com www.mticost.com

Society Business Office
2525 Perimeter Place Drive
Suite 103
Nashville, TN 37214

Arizona
Chapter 6
President: Larry Lucero

Chicago
Chapter 7
President: Robert Svoboda, CPE

Roadrunner
Chapter 47
President: Joshua Croaker-Flint, CPE

Lanrun - Oklahoma City
Chapter 80
President: ED Harris

Trimbale
1720 Prairie City Road
Suite 120
Folsom, CA 95630

Trimble’s portfolio of synergistic hardware, software and service offerings streamlines communication and collaboration throughout the Design-Build-Operate (DBO) lifecycle, with targeted solutions that enable Architects, Structural professionals, MEP trades, General Contractors and Construction Managers, and Building Owners/Occupiers to realize greater agility, efficiency and insight. Trimble Buildings is your partner for solutions that blend groundbreaking innovations and practical features to solve today’s business problems.

Contact: Kim Aubin Phone: 916-294-2056 Email: kim_aubin@trimble.com www.trimble.com

Amramp
202 West First Street
South Boston, MA 02127

Amramp keeps your project open and accessible during construction and renovations with Commercial Wheelchair Ramps, Walkways, Stairs, Platforms, Lifts and Railings, Permanent or Temporary, RENT or Buy, IBC/ADA/ABA Compliant, Non-slip open mesh surface, Moisture passes through and Protect trees & grass. Amramp’s modular wheelchair ramp design, fast turnaround & rental options provide perfect solutions for temporary & long term wheelchair access for historic buildings, construction sites, disaster recovery & municipal events.

Contact: Barbara Gayton, CAPS Phone: 800-649-2291 Email: S.dotson@gordian.com www.gordian.com

Gordian
30 Patewood Drive
Greenville, SC 29615

Company Description: For over 75 years, estimators have trusted RSMeans data from Gordian as the source for localized construction costs. From the annual cost data books first published by Robert Snow Means to the industry leading RSMeans Data Online, Gordian continues to preserve the integrity of the data and improve the tools used by estimators across North America.

Contact: Shane Dotson Phone: 800-874-2291 Email: S.dotson@gordian.com www.gordian.com

Exhibitors
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Exhibitors

SidePlate Systems
25909 Pala
Suite 200
Misson Viejo, CA 92691
A Berkshire Hathaway company, SidePlate Systems, Inc. specializes in optimizing steel building designs, providing safe and efficient structures through innovation. With the recent debut of a field bolted connection, SidePlate has evolved into a rapidly growing company with the ability to impact and capture an expansive market. By focusing on innovation in an industry dedicated to working within a set framework, SidePlate has set themselves apart as a leader in the development of lateral connection technology for steel structures.

Contact: Erin Conaway
Phone: 480.899.9160
Email: econaway@sideplate.com
www.sideplate.com

Building Connected
600 California Street
San Francisco, CA 94108
BuildingConnected is a construction communication platform with a refreshingly different approach. It’s ridiculously easy to use. It’s free to find, communicate, and share documents with GCs and subcontractors securely. Its analytics help everyone get smarter every time they work together. And you never have to update a contact database again. It’s about time.

Contact: Dustin Decan
Phone: 916.770.0612
Email: dustin@buildingconnected.com
www.buildingconnected.com

JBKnowledge, Inc
P.O. Box 711
Bryan, TX 77806
JBKnowledge is the maker of the SmartBid commercial construction bid software, SmartCompliance certificate of insurance and compliance management software and the SmartInsight construction network for searching, selecting and verifying contractors. JBKnowledge offers a range of professional services to help companies transform their technology solutions including: IT Staff Augmentation; Strategic Consulting; Enterprise Application and Software Development; Mobile and Wearable Applications; Research and Development Outsourcing; and BIM Services.

Contact: Olivia Rascoe
Phone: 254.749.0122
Email: olivia.rascoe@jbknowledge.com
www.jbknowledge.com

Mountainlands Area Plan Room
583 W 3560 S
Suite 4
Salt Lake City, UT 84115
We are a Regional Plan Room Hub aka as a Builder’s Exchange covering Utah and surrounding States primarily. Plus, additional coverage of the West and beyond for many owners and genre. Posting 3-5,000 projects annually for Bidding from our own contacts, research and reporting; Hundreds of Generals and Architects from all over the country also send their requests for pre-construction services to us for our pool of Members & Users of MAPRonline.com to utilize and supplement their own coverage.

Contact: Mike Luke
Phone: 801.288.1188
Email: mike@maprutah.com
www.mapronline.com

Sage Software
15195 NW Greenbrier Pkwy
Beaverton, OR 97006
No matter where your business fits into the building lifecycle—from new construction to specialty or subcontracting—Sage offers a solution to fit your needs. Our construction solutions are backed by more than 30 years of experience and award winning support. Integrated solutions for accounting, estimating, procurement and project management enable you to link every facet of your business.

Contact: Mike Milligan
Phone: 503.439.5520
Email: mike.milligan@sage.com
www.sage.com
Welcome New Members!

Chapter Reports: Quarterly Reports prepared by Chapter Presidents and sent to the SBO are available on the ASPE Website at..... Members Only / Society Reports

Membership Reports: Quarterly Reports prepared by SBO are available on the ASPE Website at..... Members Only / Society Reports

Summit - Speaker Presentations: Summit attendees enjoyed presentations by great speakers. A copy of their Power Point presentations / handouts are available on the ASPE Website at...... Members Only / Annual Summit Recap

Summit - Photo Gallery: Photos taken during the 2017 Annual Summit are available on the ASPE Website at...... Members Only / Annual Summit Recap

SBO Corner

How much would a 20,000 square foot office building cost in your city?

Find out FAST with the DCD Archives

With the DCD Archives you can get detailed square foot cost estimates for practically any building type with just 5 clicks of your mouse!

** Quickly get the cost of different "what if" scenarios
** Experiment with different buildings in markets you've been thinking about
** Learn what is included in the cost estimates - then add, change or remove to fit your needs

Powered by a database of over 1.7 million actual building projects, no other construction estimating tool can beat the DCD Archives for speed, accuracy and ease of use.

What's more, the DCD Archives comes with the highly acclaimed Design Data Digest magazine. Each issue brings you a wealth of information on real projects with detailed cost breakdowns, plus much more.

Simply select a project similar to what you or your client is considering. Change the location and date to anytime through 2021 and move to over 500 locations. Press Target - and a new model is instantly created for you! You can also compare projects side by side for quick analysis.

To subscribe go to: www.designcostdata.com or Call: 1-800-829-3469

** NO RISK GUARANTEE: cancel anytime and get a full-refund for the unused issues!
All Entries Must Include a Project Narrative

Your narrative must not exceed a maximum of 750 words. The narrative should focus on why the project should be considered the best in its category. This information will also be used for the award presentation should you win an award. Note: The descriptions of each of the required elements are meant to be guidelines. You should interpret all criteria based on your own unique project submission and respond accordingly.

Visual Presentation:

While points are not awarded for the visual presentation, the photos may impact your entry in that they help to tell your story. Support your narrative with photos that show the scope and process of the project and any challenges described in the narrative. You may include up to 3 photos in your project submission.

NOTE: ASPE reserves the rights to adjust categories based on number of submissions received.

Three ASPE Industry Award Categories:

- Projects Under $5 million
- Projects Between $5 million and $10 million
- Projects Above $10 million

Start Planning Today for 2018 Annual Summit in Pittsburgh!
Join us in June 2018 and discover the......

**Pittsburgh Experience!**

Developing the next Estimator!

Registration Opens
February 2018

June 27 - 30, 2018

Wyndham Grand Hotel